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Life in Taiwan
We’ve been here about a six weeks now and are settled
in to our new life here in Taipei.
Jason just finished up his sixth week of classes and is
loving the School of Cartooning and Animation for
Missions. It is such a gift for him to be able to take this
season to fully focus on his art and expanding his skills
into the digital and animation realms.
The rest of us are finding our new routine and enjoying
exploring the city a bit. Sadie has been a big help in
making homeschooling Joshua possible as well as
helping maneuver three crazy boys around a big
unfamiliar city.
The culture is so very different here- from the general
lack of sidewalks to the millions of motorcycles whizzing
past to the Chinese signs & menus & conversations.
We’ve had some super tasty food (dumplings!) and
smelled some not so delightful ones (stinky tofu!).
Our favorite things about living in Taiwan so far:
Joshua & Sammy- the store with lots of escalators
Kara- bubble tea and trains and beaches
Jason- dan bing (an egg wrap Taiwanese breakfast)
Sadie- bubble tea, going to the riverside and the beach
Charlie- being with his family ;)
Prayer requests
• For wisdom & energy as we try to balance family time
and Jason’s school schedule and homework load.
• For the students as they research the Yakut/Sakha
people of Siberia and prepare to create a film to share
the gospel with them.
• For energy and endurance as the weather gets hotter.
For Jason especially, since he has no large intestine,
the heat is particularly difficult for him.
• For direction on how God wants to use the skills
Jason is learning when we return to Lynden.

For giving information go to:
www.thekellyjournal.com/donate

SoCAM
SoCAM students
and staff

Jason is in his element! The School of
Cartooning & Animation for Missions is halfway
through the lecture phase. Topics they’ve
covered so far: cross-cultural media strategy,
scriptwriting/story development, figure
drawing, comics, Japanese manga and
Photoshop. The next 6 weeks will cover Adobe
Illustrator and then head into the realm of 2D
and 3D animation and sound design.
After the lecture phase ends the students and
staff will head to Yakutsk, Siberia for a 10 day
cultural research trip. The Yakut/Sakha people
have little to no access to the gospel in their
language. We will spend the last three months
creating an animated film that communicates
the gospel in a culturally relevant way to the
this people group in their own heart language.

The Rock
We are both excited to get a chance to be involved
with The Rock ministry here at YWAM Taipei. The
Rock is a free coffee shop English conversation
program. Many people come for friendship, English
practice and fun drinks. We have the opportunity to
build relationships and get to know some of the
local people through this ministry.
Jason was able to use a comic book/tract he is
working on for class that illustrates his journey of
faith. This gave him an opportunity to share his
testimony and explain the gospel!

Meet Sophia, a character Jason created for an assignment,
who gets in a kung fu battle with her younger brother over
the last brownie in the kitchen.

